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Alissa Clinical Informatics Platform
Alissa Align & Call
Alissa Interpret
These case studies and application notes show how our customers, with the help of our team of field application scientists (FAS),
have established their laboratories' routine testing on the Alissa Clinical Informatics Platform.
You’ll learn how labs use Alissa to:
– Improve and align with their standard operating procedures (SOP) for greater efficiency.
– Improve their turnaround times from pipeline analysis to variant assessment.
– Seamlessly implement their NGS and CGH workflows, panels and exomes.
– Address molecular diagnostic challenges: from clinical genetics to molecular pathology.

Alissa Align & Call

Alissa Interpret

Alissa Align & Call ushers in the next
generation of genomic data analysis to
unlock NGS complex data and accelerate
time-to-results. Optimized for Agilent
SureSelect, HaloPlex and OneSeq libraries
and reagents for an integrated NGS
workflow of detection, annotation, and
visualization of called and aligned variants.

Using any VCF file, Alissa Interpret automates variant assessment for
NGS and CGH workflows, performing triage and curation for routine
diagnostic testing. With ease, Alissa Interpret provides access to a
wealth of annotation sources and peer reviewed databases, builds
the lab’s internal knowledge base, and drafts clinical-grade lab reports
with ease. On the leading edge, Alissa Interpret supports end-to-end
workflows for genomic testing across multiple independent testing
laboratories and hospitals.
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Alissa Clinical Informatics Platform

Analysis of OneSeq Constitutional Research Panel Data on the Alissa Clinical
Informatics Platform
Chromosomal Microarray (CMA) is currently the gold standard for measuring
constitutional chromosomal copy number variations (CNVs). Shallow Whole Genome
Sequencing (WGS) is nowadays also used to detect CNVs as it is a cost-effective
solution. However, CMA and shallow WGS just detect changes, that represent only
~12% of variants associated with constitutional diseases.1 The remaining individuals
usually are referred to a second test that, in most cases, is exome sequencing.
1. Villela, D.; Costa, S.S.; Vianna-Morgante, A.M.; Krepischi, A.C.V.; Rosenberg, C., et al. Efficient detection of chromosome imbalances and single nucleotide variants using targeted sequencing in the
clinical setting. European Journal of Medical Genetics 2017, 60(2017) 667-674 doi:10.1016/j.ejmg.2017.08.020.

This application note illustrates how:
Application Note

Analysis of OneSeq Constitutional
Research Panel Data on the Alissa
Clinical Informatics Platform
Authors
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Abstract
Chromosomal Microarray (CMA) is currently the gold standard for measuring
constitutional chromosomal copy number variation (CNVs). Shallow Whole Genome
Sequencing (WGS) is nowadays also used to detect CNVs as it is a cost-effective
solution. However, CMA and shallow WGS just detect changes, that represent only
~12% of variants associated with constitutional diseases.1 The remaining individuals
usually are referred to a second test that, in most cases, is exome sequencing.
Performing two genetic tests in the clinical analysis setting is labor intensive, time
consuming and results in high costs. The SureSelect target enrichment assay OneSeq
and accompanying SureCall analysis software detects genome-wide copy number
changes, copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity (cnLOH), and single-nucleotide variation
(SNV) mutations in one comprehensive assay. This approach potentially substitutes
the use of two tests into a single test. The SureCall data analysis software is installed
locally on the computer and is optimal for low volumes, however, there is a growing
need for a scalable solution suited for higher volume samples.

– The SureSelect target enrichment assay OneSeq and accompanying Align & Call
analysis module on the Alissa Clinical Informatics Platform detect genome-wide
copy number variations (CNVs), copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity (cnLOH), and
single-nucleotide variations (SNVs) in one comprehensive assay.
– This approach potentially substitutes the use of two tests into a single test.
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Unlike SureCall software, Alissa Align & Call offers a cloud-based computing
environment, decoupling runtimes and storage space from the user’s own
computational resources. Because of the cloud computing infrastructure available
through Align & Call, any user can complete variant calling for a configurable number
of samples in parallel, reducing runtime for large numbers of samples. Data storage
and RAM are provided for every sample being analyzed, facilitating analysis of large
panels or samples sequenced at great depth. Align & Call is also integrated with
Alissa Interpret, for efficient annotation, curation and reporting of variant calls.
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Alissa Align & Call

Tuning Alissa Align & Call to Supercharge NGS Data Analysis and Accelerate
Time-to-Results
Increasing sequencing throughput and decreasing sequencing costs have made it
possible to generate unprecedented amounts of sequencing data. Accurate variant
identification at even low allele frequencies is essential to translate this data into
meaningful advances, particularly when working with complex cancer samples. Unlike
many commonly-used variant callers, Alissa Align & Call provides the sensitivity required
for the identification of low frequency alleles and can be tuned to achieve the desired
balance of sensitivity and specificity for different applications.
To assess the performance of Alissa Align & Call and four other common variant callers
(GATK4 Haplotype Caller, SAMtools, VarDict, and platypus) on SNPs in a normal diploid
sample, we used the Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) sample NA12878 (HG001).
This white paper finds that:
White Paper

– Align & Call produces high sensitivity and specificity variant calls even for variants
at low allele frequencies.
Tuning Alissa Align & Call to
supercharge NGS data analysis
and accelerate time-to-results
Introduction
Increasing sequencing throughput and decreasing sequencing costs have made
it possible to generate unprecedented amounts of sequencing data. Accurate
variant identification at even low allele frequencies is essential to translate this
data into meaningful advances, particularly when working with complex cancer
samples. Unlike many commonly-used variant callers, Agilent Alissa Align & Call
provides the sensitivity required for the identification of low frequency alleles
and can be tuned to achieve the desired balance of sensitivity and specificity for
different applications.

– Align & Call provides the traceability of Agilent SureCall, combined with improved
ease-of-use and increased analysis speed of many samples via parallelization.
– Integration with Alissa Interpret enables downstream interpretation and
annotation of variant calls.
– The other variant callers tested do not offer this combination of performance,
accessibility, and integration with downstream interpretation.

5994-0169EN
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Alissa Interpret: Molecular Pathology

Face the Molecular Pathology Decision
Support Challenge with Alissa Interpret
This application note shows you
how to:
– Implement an automated
pipeline for somatic variant
assessment.
– Support efficient triage and
confident variant classification
in context of the tumor type
and by public and premium
third-party knowledge
databases.

Application Note

This case study will show you how:

Alissa Interpret

Face the Molecular Pathology
Decision Support Challenge with
Alissa Interpret
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An Automated Pipeline for NGS
Testing and Reporting in a Commercial
Molecular Pathology Lab

Tumor profiling using Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is rapidly gaining
importance in molecular pathology. Adopting this technology requires not only
bioinformatics tools to analyze, interpret, and database the large number of variants
originating from NGS assays, but also brings challenges in data management and
clinical interpretation. Furthermore, the delivery of actionable results from NGS data
needs to be clinically robust: informed, traceable and reproducible. Moreover, in a
cancer diagnostic setting, fast turnaround times are essential.
Acknowledging these challenges, the Association of Molecular Pathology's (AMP)
Europe 2018 meeting hosted a ‘Battle of the Bioinformatics Pipelines’. Vendors of
NGS analysis and interpretation solutions were provided sequencing data from
real samples, which were generated by a routine molecular diagnosis laboratory.
The 'battle' objectives were to see how the vendors' solutions can help molecular
pathologists and to compare results between the pipelines. Of the original eight
vendors who signed up, only Agilent and two other commercial vendors faced the
challenge, identifying and annotating variants in samples, and gathering evidence
for their classification.
Only Agilent went beyond the pipeline analysis to give pathologists what
they really need to face the molecular pathology challenge—a clinical-grade
draft report that puts the pipeline in a clinical context and empowers their
decision-making.

– Build a curated variant
knowledgebase tailored to collect diagnostic evidence for
somatic variants.
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– The Molecular Genetics Lab at
Genoptix Medical Laboratory
has implemented an
automated pipeline for somatic
variant assessment.
– Building a variant knowledge
base, and integrating it into
routine workflow, has reduced
variant assessment time
significantly.
– A traceable and reproducible workflow helps scale a lab to
higher test volumes.
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Challenges in Molecular Pathology:
NGS Variant Assessment and Reporting
on Actionable Findings

Identifying Somatic Tumor-Only Variants
with Intelligent Variant Filtration
Strategies in Alissa Interpret

This white paper illustrates how:

This case study will show how
University Health Network has:

White Paper

– Pathology labs adopting NGS
technology can significantly
improve turnaround times
through automation of their
interpretation and reporting
protocols.
– Alissa Interpret allows labs to
automate variant assessment
SOPs and draft reports on
actionable findings.
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Challenges in Molecular Pathology:
NGS Variant Assessment and
Reporting on Actionable Findings
Introduction
Clinical genetics and molecular pathology labs alike are facing new challenges
with the advent of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS). This brief white paper
illustrates how the user-friendly features of the Agilent Alissa Interpret, the variant
assessment module on the Agilent Alissa Clinical Informatics platform, can
efficiently address the needs in sample analysis automation and lab reporting.
As an illustration of these automation features, we illustrate these features in the
context of molecular pathology.

Case
As an example, we take the outcome of a gene panel capture kit, representing about
50 well known and characterized cancer genes. After wet-lab processing, and raw
data analysis to call SNP and InDel variants from the resulting sequencing output,
the resulting identified variants (available as a VCF file) are uploaded to the Alissa
Interpret, either as a single sample, or as a batch of tests. The resulting variants are
available as Lab Results to the patient record at hand, as shown in Figure 1.

– Developed a custom variant
filtration strategy in Alissa
Interpret to improve the
identification of somatic tumorspecific variants in tumor-only
testing, removing the need to
sequence a reference sample.

Alissa Interpret Case Study
Identifying somatic tumor-only variants with
intelligent variant filtration strategies in
Alissa Interpret

In this case study, you will learn:

Introduction

– How UHN has developed a custom
variant filtration strategy in Alissa
Interpret to improve the identification
of somatic tumor-specific variants in
tumor-only testing, removing the need
to sequence a reference sample.

Tumor molecular profiling by next-generation sequencing (NGS) aims to use
information on somatic tumor-specific variants to direct cancer treatment.
A significant challenge in tumor molecular profiling is identifying tumorspecific variants in the presence of germline variants which are also identified
during tumor testing. The majority of germline variants are benign changes
not contributing to the cancer occurrence, although rare germline cancer
predisposition variants may also be identified during the testing of tumor tissue.

– How building an internal knowledge
base in Alissa Interpret can aid in
somatic germline variant assessment.

Authors
Tracy Stockley1, PhD, FCCMG, FACMG
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Suzanne Kamel-Reid1, PhD, FACMG
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1. Genome Diagnostics
University Health Network,
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Figure 1. Vcf files with SNPs and indels are linked to the oncology patient sample record. A total of
169 variants are available for analysis.

Conclusion summary
Alissa Interpret allows very significant speedup as well as workflow standardization
in the context of clinical oncology.

In order to identify true somatic tumor-specific variants, a common approach
is the sequencing of both tumor and normal tissue (often peripheral blood),
with variants from each tissue source used to classify variants as either
somatic or germline. However paired tumor-normal testing leads to increasing
costs due to the need to test both tissue sources. In addition paired tumornormal testing may identify potentially unwanted incidental germline cancer
predisposition variants.
Ideally, a solution is needed that can improve the identification of somatic
tumor-specific variants obtained from NGS testing of tumor tissue only,
without the need to sequence normal tissue for comparison to germline
variants. We sought to evaluate the use of Alissa Interpret for this purpose,
using 1120 solid tumor cases for which paired tumor-normal NGS variant
results were available at the Genome Diagnostics Lab at the University Health
Network (UHN; Toronto). Using Alissa Interpret, the variant assessment
automation module in Agilent Alissa Clinical Informatics for NGS platform, to
design a custom tree, these cases were assessed for correct classification of
somatic tumor-only variants.

Conclusion summary
The use of a custom variant filtration strategy in Alissa Interpret to identify
tumor-specific variants from tumor-only testing can detect true somatic
variants with a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 95%, as compared to
use of paired tumor-normal analysis.

– Built an internal knowledgebase
in Alissa Interpret.
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Alissa Interpret: Clinical Genetics

University Medical Center Utrecht Genetics–One Plus One Equals Three:
Using Arrays + NGS
In many genomic diagnostics laboratories both array-testing and Whole Exome
Sequencing (WES) are currently offered in case of prenatal multiple congenital anomalies
and/or intellectual disability (MCA/ID). Since 2005, the University Medical Center (UMC)
Utrecht Genetics lab has offered comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array-based testing, detecting copy-number variations
(CNVs) and regions of homozygosity (ROH). Annually, approximately 1,500 arrays on
prenatal MCA/ID patients are performed. WES, detecting single-nucleotide variants (SNVs),
small deletions and duplications and indels, was introduced at the UMC Utrecht diagnostic
department in 2014.
The University Medical Center Utrecht Genetics is currently transitioning towards Whole
Genome Sequencing (WGS), which allows for a combined CNV/SNV analysis on the
same data. While this is in the research phase, performing both WES and array-based
testing continues to be needed for combined CNV/SNV analysis in case of MCA/ID.
Depending on the severity of the phenotype and/or the urgency, both tests are initiated
either simultaneously or subsequently.
This case study will show you how UMC is:
– Evolving to a single software platform for its assessment of genetic abnormalities
detected by two tests — one array test and another for Whole Exome Sequencing –
previously analyzed using Cartagenia Bench Lab CNV and Cartagenia Bench Lab
NGS, respectively.
– Deploying Alissa Interpret, the next evolution of Cartagenia Bench, for analysis of
CNVs and SNVs in a single workflow.
– Achieving better detection of recessive disorders, and quicker response time to
urgencies and severe phenotypes.

5991-9111EN
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Comprehensive Genomic Analysis of
Complementary Microarray and Next
Generation Sequencing Data for Clinical
Diagnostics
This case study shows you how:
Alissa Interpret Case Study

– Greenwood Genetic Center
brings together NGS Microarray
results in routine genetic testing
for improved diagnostic yield.
– Alissa Interpret allows for a
seamless integration of copy
number and molecular variants.
– Greenwood Genetic Center
used this feature to address
a diagnostic case of Brittle
Cornea.

Comprehensive genomic analysis of
complementary microarray and Next Generation
Sequencing data for clinical diagnostics

In this case study, you will learn:

Introduction

– How Greenwood Genetic Center (GGC)
brings together NGS and Array results
in routine genetic testing for improved
diagnostic yield.

Recently, next generation sequencing (NGS) has proven its diagnostic utility for
a growing range of clinical applications. The intent being to replace a multitude
of primary molecular diagnostic tools, such as Sanger Sequencing, qPCR, MLPA
and array-based copy number analysis (aCNA), with a single methodology.
However, extraction of copy number variations (CNVs) from NGS data has
been challenging. In this case study, Greenwood Genetic Center illustrates the
successful application of both NGS and aCNA as complementary methods for
clinical diagnostics. This illustration is an example of how the Alissa Interpret
software module serves as integrated data analysis platform allowing joint
analysis of CGH and NGS assay results.

– How the Alissa Interpret platform
allows for a seamless integration of
copy number and molecular variants.
– An illustration on how GGC used this
feature to address a diagnostic case of
Brittle Cornea.

Authors
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Case
A 2-month old male infant was referred with keratoglobus, blue sclera and
abnormal red reflex in his eyes (Figure 1). The family history for these clinical
findings and other related disorders was negative. The initial diagnosis pointed
to brittle cornea syndrome (autosomal recessive) or osteogenesis imperfect
(autosomal dominant) used to identify candidate genes responsible for the
patient’s phenotype.

Conclusion summary
1. Greenwood Genetic Center
106 Gregor Mendel Circle
Greenwood, SC 29646
2. Agilent Technologies
Lexington, MA

The Greenwood Genetic Center (GGC) lab achieved quick accurate
determination of disease-causing genomic changes using Agilent’s Alissa
Interpret, the variant assessment and reporting automation module in the
Alissa Clinical Informatics for NGS platform. GGC overcame the challenge of
extracting CNVs from NGS data in one integrated analysis across both aCNA
and NGS workflows and gained significant routine practice efficiency.

Figure 1. The figure depicts the proband’s habitus
as well as a close up of the keratoglobus and blue
sclera.

An Efficient Clinical Pipeline for
Microcephaly, RASopathy and
Leukodystrophy Gene Panels Using
Alissa Interpret’s Flexible Classification
Functionality: The Hôpital Robert-Debré
Experience
This case study shows you how:
Alissa Interpret Case Study

– The molecular geneticists at
the Robert-Debré hospital save
time by using Alissa Interpret to
set up a variant classification
strategy that helps diagnose
patients suffering from rare
developmental pathologies.

An efficient clinical pipeline for Microcephaly,
RASopathy and Leukodystrophy gene panels
using Alissa Interpret’s flexible classification
functionality: The Hôpital Robert-Debré Experience

In this case study, you will learn:

Introduction

– How the molecular geneticists at
the Robert-Debré hospital save time
by using Alissa Interpret to set up a
variant classification strategy that
helps diagnose patients suffering from
rare developmental pathologies.

Combining gene panels with next generation sequencing (NGS) has provided
a fast and cost-efficient way to assay mutations and relate them to specific
pathologies. For a given panel, NGS makes it possible to test all sequences in
parallel without substantially increasing the cost.

– How Alissa Interpret can be used
in a flexible way, through the
extensive labeling and variant review
functionality.
– How Robert-Debré strengthens its
clinical pipeline by using its patient
population statistics.
– How the molecular lab at Robert-Debré
has built a valuable knowledge base
using the Alissa Interpret Managed
Variant List (MVL) capabilities.

This is leading to a new clinical practice in which all known contributing genes
of a pathology can be assessed at first evaluation. However, the results of such
an analysis may be quite complex, involving up to thousands of variant calls
that should be sorted and filtered with great care to arrive at results with clinical
significance.
In this case study, we illustrate how a French pediatric hospital, Robert-Debré,
has implemented Alissa Interpret, the variant assessment and reporting module
on the Agilent Alissa Clinical Informatics platform, to automate and manage
variant assessment in their NGS workflow.

Conclusion summary
Alissa Interpret offers an accessible, intuitive, and time-saving way to set up a
classification strategy to manage the extensive sets of variants coming out of
NGS sequencing for the molecular geneticists at Robert-Debré.

Authors
Yoann Vial1, PharmD
Tina Smets2, Msc

1. Department of Genetics
Hôpital Robert Debré- APHP, Paris

– Alissa Interpret can be used
in a flexible way, through the
extensive labeling and variant
review functionality.

2. Agilent Technologies
Leuven, Belgium
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Implementing ACMG Guidelines on
Sequence Variant Interpretation: SoftwareAssisted Variant Curation and Filtering

Whole Exome Sequencing Diagnostics
for Patients with Intellectual Disability at
University Medical Center Utrecht: A Tiered
and Automated Approach Using Alissa
Interpret

This case study shows you how:
– Uppsala University Hospital’s
Molecular Genetics lab has
implemented the ACMG
guidelines and standards on
sequence variant interpretation.

Alissa Interpret Case Study
Implementing ACMG guidelines on sequence
variant interpretation: software-assisted
variant curation and filtering

In this case study, you will learn:

Introduction

– How Uppsala University Hospital’s
Molecular Genetics lab has
implemented the ACMG guidelines
and standards on sequence variant
interpretation.

Since their publication in 2015, the standards and guidelines of the American
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) have been widely adopted.
The College made these available as an educational resource for clinical
laboratory geneticists to help them in the interpretation of sequence variants.

– How the Alissa Interpret facilitates
automation of variant classification
pipelines.
– How the ACMG classification
functionality enables evaluation of
all ACMG criteria on a single variant
level providing a complete evidence
overview.

Authors

– Alissa Interpret facilitates
automation of variant
classification pipelines.
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Although adherence to these standards and guidelines is voluntary and
cannot replace the clinical laboratory geneticist’s professional judgment,
the recommendations represent a broad consensus of the clinical genetics
community. With increasing volumes and the use of large gene panels (clinical,
full exomes and even full genomes) in clinical genetics routine practice,
labs need strong informatics tools that support them in the automation and
standardization of variant assessment and reporting, in order to benefit from
community standards and to keep up with the best standard of care.

“ We translated the ACMG guidelines into an automated variant filtration
pipeline that integrates nicely in our routine setting. When reviewing and
curating variants, the software does all the time-consuming work of
gathering and collating the evidence. We move straight on to reviewing
the evidence and proposed classification, and confirm or modify the
assessment. Our ability to implement these guidelines efficiently
makes us confident we are providing the best possible quality to our
referring physicians.”
Dr. Berivan Baskin
Uppsala University Hospital

Conclusion summary
Uppsala University Hospital’s Molecular Genetics lab illustrates how various
features of the Alissa Interpret informatics module were used to implement
an automated Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) that reflects how the lab
performs variant filtration.

– The ACMG classification
functionality enables evaluation
of all ACMG criteria on a single
variant level providing a complete evidence overview.
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Alissa Interpret Case Study

This case study illustrates how:
– The UMC Utrecht has
implemented an automated
and tiered approach for WES
diagnostics using Alissa
Interpret.

Whole-exome sequencing diagnostics for patients
with intellectual disability at University Medical
Center Utrecht: a tiered and automated approach
using Alissa Interpret

In this case study, you will learn:

Introduction

– How the University Medical Center
(UMC) Utrecht has implemented an
automated and tiered approach for
WES diagnostics using Alissa Interpret.

Diagnostic trio Whole-Exome Sequencing (WES) has proven to be an important
tool for diagnosing heterogeneous genetic diseases. Especially for patients with
syndromic or non-syndromic intellectual disability, WES is increasingly being
used as part of the genetic diagnostic workup.

– How UMC Utrecht’s tiered analysis
workflow has been used for a specific
clinical case.

In order to provide the best standard of service to its referring physicians and
their patients, the Genome Diagnostics laboratory at the University Medical
Center (UMC) Utrecht has set-up its ISO15189:2012 accredited exome analysis
and reporting pipeline in accordance with the recommendations of the European
Society of Human Genetics and the Health Council of the Netherlands.

– How the tiered approach maximizes
clinical utility and time efficiency, while
minimizing uncertain and unsolicited
findings.

Koen Van Gassen1, PhD
Prof. Hans Kristian Ploos van Amstel , PhD
1

Steven W. Van Vooren2, PhD
Tina Smets3, Msc

1. Department of Genetics University Medical
Center Utrecht, The Netherlands
2. Agilent Technologies, Lexington, MA, USA

– UMC Utrecht’s tiered analysis
workflow has been used for a
specific clinical case.

Key aspects of these recommendations that have been implemented include:
– Informed consent procedure with focus on patient autonomy
– Protocolled procedure for reporting of unsolicited findings

Authors

3. Agilent Technologies, Leuven, Belgium

– International collaboration and data sharing to facilitate the interpretation
of genomic data
Alissa Interpret, the variant assessment and reporting automation module
of Agilent Alissa Clinical Informatics platform, supports variant filtration and
interpretation and plays a central role in enabling the implementation of these
guidelines via a classification strategy that maximizes clinical utility and
minimizes unsolicited findings.
In this case study, the implementation of UMC Utrecht’s tiered workflow will
be demonstrated via a clinical use case. Likewise an overview of the results
achieved by implementing this tiered workflow will be given.

Conclusion summary
“ The tiered and automated analysis
approach has enabled us to limit
analysis times between 5 and 30
minutes per case, maximizing
clinical utility and time efficiency
at the UMC Utrecht.”

Through our standardized approach, we have been able to bring the number
of unsolicited findings and human error to a minimum. The implementation of
this tiered workflow in Alissa Interpret has proven to be an efficient and scalable
solution for high-throughput WES diagnostics.

Koen van Gassen, PhD,
University Medical Center Utrecht

– The tiered approach maximizes
clinical utility and time efficiency, while minimizing uncertain
and unsolicited findings.
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